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In The Sacred Magic of Ancient Egypt, Rosemary Clark presents a comprehensive guide to a

modern practice of ancient Egyptian theurgy. Included are daily rituals, annual ceremonies, and the

founding of a temple tradition for either the sole practitioner or a gathering of celebrants. The

dimensions of Sacred Science-esoteric architecture, cosmic resonance, and magical practice-are

outlined in detail and demonstrated in a program for practical, everyday use. Authentic and richly

detailed, this guidebook also:  - Presents beautiful rituals patterned on ancient Egyptian texts for

modern initiates - Serves as an excellent reference on many aspects of the Egyptian mysteries that

have not been accessible elsewhere - Contains a complete repertoire of ancient hymns, litanies,

spells, and ceremonies that allows for reading in the ancient tongue   Enter the timeless realm of

Egyptian sacred ritual. Ã‚Â Experience for yourself the ultimate realization of ancient Egyptian

spirituality-the assumption of divine knowledge and grace.
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"The...[illustrations], the translated invocations, and, above all, the how-to approach to making

connections with transcended beings make this book a metaphysical marvel." -- Dell Horoscope

magazine "Dell Horoscope magazine"

Rosemary Clark is a writer and lecturer on the esoteric tradition of ancient Egypt and its religious,

philosophical, and metaphysical legacy in modern times. Her continuing study in this field derives



from a thirty-year background in historical research, travel throughout the Middle East, and the

development of a repertoire of unique skills in recreating Egyptian ceremony and rituals. She has

been a featured speaker on several tours of Egypt, and has acted as coordinator for on-site

devotional temple activities. Ms. Clark served as exhibit leader for the Tutankhamun tour when it

came to Chicago in 1977, and illustrated The TravelerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Key to Ancient Egypt (New York:

Knopf, 1985). She has appeared on NBC television in a feature broadcast on her work as founder of

Temple Harakhte, a group of men and women devoted to the experiential religious practices of

EgyptÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Old Kingdom. Above and beyond offering a thorough knowledge of Egyptian

history and mythology, Clark is well versed in the hieroglyphic script, its transliteration and the

translation of ancient texts, and in the nuances of Hermetic philosophy and Sacred Science.

For anyone interested in ancient Egyptian religious practice and theology this book is an excellent

choice. Readable, yet covers the subject thoroughly. Completely and competently illustrated. As

good an insight as you could hope for into the minds of the ancient Egyptians and their world and

religion. Highly recommended for the serious scholar or anyone interested in the subject.

The book brings some really interesting ideas forward with physcially creating a temples dedicated

to the Goddess back. Very informative.

GREAT! Must Read book for anyone interested Ancient Egypt or Magic. I learned so much with

every single page.

Ms. Clark does an exceptional job of explaining the Sacred Astronomy. Her descriptions of the

various rites are somewhat vague, but this is to allow room for individual interpretation and

adaptation.

This book is well described in the description above. Without repeating that, it is a book of

reconstructed teple life, methods, and ceremony form ancient egypt. The author has done an

excellent job at assembling alll this material in to a readable and informatove test.Very interesting!

This book contains so much great information. It does a great job of holding my interest when

reading for long periods of time. I love the quality of the contents and of the physical book itself. It

was a great purchase.



The book is great. I really love its content, but I can't say the same about its printing.The paper is so

thin you can see the letters on the back of each page and it looks like home printed - in inkjet like

form...I suggest that you buy the ebook version if available!

Showed up quick, perfect condition as advertised. One of the MUST READS for anyone studying

the ancient Qabbalah and High Magic.
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